
MY STYLE CHEAT SHEET | Rectangle Body Shape

   | LESSON 2style school with abby

Stylist Goal

Create the illusion of curves.

1

horizontal lines 
full sleeves 
prints 
cowl, crew, v-neck

Shirt & Blouses
structured jacket
fitted blazer
bulk around bust 
and shoulders
peplum

Jackets

Styles to Try

full
pencil
with pockets
cinched waist

Skirts

horizontal lines
v-lines
wrap dress
cinched or fitted waist

Dresses

straight leg
slightly flared

Pants & Jeans Examples of a Curve-Creating Outfit



MY STYLE CHEAT SHEET | Triangle Body Shape

   | LESSON 2style school with abby

Stylist Goal

Create the illusion of 

balance from top to bottom.

1

horizontal lines 
full sleeves 
prints 
scoop and v-neck

Shirt & Blouses
adds to shoulders
cropped at waist
long, below waist

Jackets

Styles to Try

full
flared
darker than blouse

Skirts

tunic
empire waist
maxi

Dresses

pencil skirts
snug tops
cinch belts
clingy fabrics

You May Want to Avoid

straight leg
boot cut

Pants & Jeans Example of a Balancing Outfit



MY STYLE CHEAT SHEET | Inverted Triangle Body 
Shape

   | LESSON 2style school with abby

Stylist Goal

Create the illusion of 

balance from top to bottom.

1

vertical lines
deep scoop neck
v-neck
darker than bottom
fitted
flares from waist

Shirt & Blouses
long, just below
waist 
slim shouldered
peplum
flares from waist

Jackets

Styles to Try

A-line
knee-length
flared

Skirts

wrap dresses
A-line
flares from waist

Dresses

high, round necklines
patterns at the top
tops that add volume or width 
to shoulders and bust

You May Want to Avoid

straight leg
boot cut
wide leg

Pants & Jeans

Examples of a Balanceing Outfit



MY STYLE CHEAT SHEET | Oval Body Shape

   | LESSON 2style school with abby

Stylist Goal

Minimize middle and 

 accentuate chest, arms, 

and legs.

1

vertical lines
medium prints
v, cowl, and scoop 
neck

Shirt & Blouses
ends at hip
deep neckline

Jackets

Styles to Try

sits low on waist
below the knee
flared, not full
A-line

Skirts

tunic
empire waist
below the knee
flare and A-line
faux wrap dress

Dresses

waist-cinching styles
contrasting seperates
wide belts
bold, large prints

You May Want to Avoid

straight leg
slightly flared

Pants & Jeans Example of a Waist-Slimming Outfit



MY STYLE CHEAT SHEET | Hourglass Body Shape

   | LESSON 2style school with abby

Stylist Goal

Tastefully accentuate your 

beautifully balanced figure.

1

scoop neck
open-collared
v-neck

Shirt & Blouses
fitted blazer
waist-cinching

Jackets

Styles to Try

pencil 
flared

Skirts

wrap dress
belted, 
cinched, or 
fitted at the 
waist

Dresses

flared
wide-leg
bootcut

Pants & Jeans

Examples of a Figure-Flattering Outfit


